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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

WHAT IS A MANAGED ACCOUNT, REALLY?
Welcome to Managed Account Perspectives – IMAP’s quarterly publication
to capture and preserve the enormous amount of information that’s now
pouring out of the managed account profession.
account structure – whether it’s SMA,

specific discretions – agreements,

MDA, IDPS-based or one of the other

contracts, PDS;

structures that have evolved.

models, but with individual

is a managed account, really?

constraints or preferences to the

Since 2004, at every conference,

extent the service and technology

seminar, PD day and working group,

support these;

somebody says: “There’s too much
jargon in the managed account
I’m confident that IMAP will be able
to assist the advice profession go
through a fundamental restructuring
of its service and commercial
model. IMAP’s mission, on behalf of
the managed account profession,
is: Information, Education and
Representation of Managed Account
Professionals.

• Based on standardised portfolio

Which leads me to the question: What

business – and I don’t know what any
of it really means.”
So, instead of another attempt to
define the difference between IMAs,
SMAs, MDAs and so on, I think it’s time
to set out the defining characteristics

• Administered by a central team
– getting away from adviser backoffice piles of paper;
• Delivered by purpose built
technology that probably isn’t
Excel; and
• Where specific assets are

of managed account services and

identifiable to an investor, because

products.

pooling is against the law.

The proliferation of terms and

So, whether it’s an MIS scheme,

the legal structures that underlie

SMA, IDPS, IDPS-like, MDA or some

those terms mean that individual

other variant – managed account

organisations have developed

services are going to meet these

their own approaches within the

requirements. It’s a long way from the

Corporations Act and ASIC regulations

quantifying the size of the managed

balanced unit trusts of the 1980s. But

in order to enable them to meet

account market through the six

that’s because the advice profession

their clients’ needs using their own

monthly FUM Census;

has come a long way from the

capabilities and resources.

advice of the 1980s.

If anything, growing familiarity with

IMAP is looking forward to working

In this inaugural edition, you’ll find
items which speak to all three aspects
of that mission. You’ll find:
• An article about the work we do in

• Claire Wivell Plater shares her
thoughts on the revised MDA

the services and evolving technology

services regime;

means there’s likely to be more, rather

• A profile of a very successful
managed account service – Crystal

than less, commonality of service and
structure. But they are going to share a

Wealth Partners, and its principal,

number of common elements:

John McIlroy, who shares his insights

• Serving predominantly retail

on how to develop a valuable and

investors – so, not institutional

efficient business; and

mandates. However, some retail

• Options for advisers thinking about
developing their platform-based
LMDA service in a way which suits
their business.
The variety of content speaks to the
sweeping implications for an advice
business moving to a managed
4 / PERSPECTIVES / WINTER 2017

investors have large portfolios and
there are a couple of SMSFs with
over $100 million;
• Given under personal advice – so,
not robo;
• Operated under a standard
legal structure that incorporates

with you to develop managed
account services. If you think there’s
something IMAP should be doing,
don’t hesitate to contact me at
toby.potter@imap.asn.au or on
0414 443 236.
You can take advantage of IMAP’s
activities by ensuring your organisation
is a subscriber – either as a Dealer
Subscriber or a Corporate Subscriber.
All the best.
Toby Potter
Chair

To learn more about your managed account options, visit macquarie.com.au/wrapevolved or call us on 1800 025 063.

macquarie.com

NEWS

IMAP HIGHLIGHTS ASIC LEVY FUNDING ERROR FOR MDA

Kelly O’Dwyer

The Government has released its
draft regulations of the industry
funding model for ASIC, which is
due to come in place on 1 July this
year, with IMAP playing a significant
role in reducing the levy that would
apply to MDA providers.
According to the draft explanatory
statement issued by the Government,
the ‘ASIC Supervisory Cost Recovery
Levy Act 2017’ will impose a levy on

personal advice to retail clients

both ASIC and Treasury, pointing

on products that are not relevant

out this error and requesting that

financial products, and for licensees

the levy be reduced to the more

that only provide personal advice to

reasonable figure of $1,000.

wholesale clients.

“To our delight, we have received a

For these licensees, there will be

response agreeing that, at this stage,

a minimum charge of $1,500, with

the figure of $1,000 is the correct

the fee increasing from that base

amount,” Potter said.

depending on the number of

However, Potter identified another

planners authorised to work under the

point arising as a result of the

licensee’s AFSL. ASIC will provide the

termination of the LMDA facility.

exact costs of the levy to licensees
annually.

“We’ve also made the point that
it would be unfair if existing MDA

However, in the Government’s initial

providers end up covering the cost

proposals document, MDA services

of assessment for LMDA advice

were included as a sub-sector of the

businesses that apply for an MDA

Investment Management sector. As

providers’ authorisation and that this

such, MDA providers were assessed

should be covered under the advice

for a fixed levy under this regime

sector of ASIC,” Potter said.

based on ASIC’s estimated cost to
regulate MDA providers of $200,000 or
0.1 per cent of ASIC’s costs.

A copy of this letter is available on
the IMAP website.
Commenting on the draft regulations,

entities regulated by ASIC to recover

“Because ASIC had miscalculated

its regulatory costs. It is proposed that

the number of MDA providers –

this levy either be a flat or graduated

assuming there are 64, when in fact,

funding for ASIC would ensure that its

levy, depending on the size and

there are nearly 200 – the regulator

regulatory costs are recovered from

activity of each industry sub-sector

initially proposed a levy on each AFSL

“those entities that create the need

regulated by ASIC.

with MDA provider authorisation of

for regulation”.

For the financial advice sector, a flat
rate levy is proposed for licensees
that provide only general advice
to either retail or wholesale clients,
as well as for licensees that provide
6 / PERSPECTIVES / WINTER 2017

$3,000, in addition to any other levies
they were liable for, such as, per
authorised representative,” said IMAP
chairman, Toby Potter.
According to Potter, IMAP notified

the Minister for Revenue and Financial
Services, Kelly O’Dwyer, said industry

“This will make the industry more
accountable and by increasing the
transparency of ASIC’s costs and
activities, make ASIC a stronger
regulator,” O’Dwyer said.
CONTINUES >>

NEWS

CFS UNVEILS NEW MANAGED ACCOUNTS
SOLUTION ACROSS PLATFORMS
platforms that features no

Commenting on this new capability,

brokerage fees for clients.

Colonial First State General Manager,

Under the new offering on FirstWrap,
clients will not be charged
brokerage for trading within their
managed account. In addition,
clients will not be charged any
additional platform administration
fees for accessing the new
Peter Chun

managed accounts.

Product and Investments, Peter
Chun said it will “answer a range of
broad needs across the independent
financial adviser network”.
Chun said that by combining
Colonial’s scale and flexibility to
offer solutions across its platforms,
including tailored managed
accounts for licensees, it was well

Advisers will also be able to set

positioned to better assist advisers

client preferences within their

to more efficiently manage their

independent financial advisers,

managed account portfolios

clients’ portfolios

Colonial First State has launched

to reflect individual investment

This new managed accounts

a new managed account offering

selections, such as their own ethical

capability will be available on the

across its FirstWrap and FirstChoice

beliefs or personal trade restrictions.

FirstChoice platform later this year.

As part of a tailored solution aimed
at a wide variety of licensees and

MANAGED ACCOUNT FUM UP 27%
managed accounts have become.
“Managed accounts, in all their
various forms, now amount to the

attributed to three primary sources:
market movement in existing portfolios;

equivalent of over 5 per cent of the

additional participants compared

$733 billion of funds under advice on

to the June 2016 survey; and growth

platforms and wraps,” Potter said.

in the FUM for the providers who

Managed Discretionary Accounts
(MDA) recorded growth of 64 per
Toby Potter

for managed accounts could be

participated in both the June 2016
and December 2016 census.

cent for the six month period to

A total of 35 companies participated

31 December 2016, with a total

in the December 2016 Managed

of $16.72 billion in funds under

Accounts FUM Census. However,

Funds under management (FUM) in

management. This was followed

Potter added there remained a

managed accounts now stand at

by Separately Managed Accounts

number of “significant” providers

$39.2 billion – a 27 per cent increase in

(SMA) at $12.36 billion – an increase

that did not provide their managed

the six months to 31 December, 2016.

of 40 per cent.

account FUM data.

Commenting on the findings of the

However, other types of managed

“Consequently, we know that the

‘Managed Accounts FUM Census’,

account services recorded a 15 per

actual total will be greater than the

the chairman of the Institute of

cent decline to $10.1 billion, a drop

number this survey has revealed,”

Managed Account Professionals

of $1.76 billion on the previous six

(IMAP), Toby Potter, said the new total
demonstrates just how significant

7 / PERSPECTIVES / WINTER 2017

months.
Potter said the increase in FUM

Potter said. “This simply reinforces the
increasing significance of this sector in
the provision of personal advice.”

CONTINUES >>

NEWS

CLIENT PORTAL KEY BATTLEGROUND
FOR PLATFORMS
previous years, where platform

was that of the client portal, which

providers’ development budgets

is an important part of the client

had been primarily spent on

engagement experience and a key

compliance costs, the 2016 analysis

driver of client retention.

revealed a marked shift towards
innovation.
“After two years of hibernation and
a focus on compliance, platform
innovation has exploded in 2016,”
Choi said. “Our latest analysis found
King Loong Choi

platform providers’ development

He said the platform industry had
recognised this, with many providers
making enhancements to the
client portal by broadening the
functionality available and improving
the experience for clients.

efforts have been centred around
Platform provider netwealth has

“There is room for providers to further

two themes: improving planner

maintained its number one position

enhance their client portal offerings,”

efficiency and raising client

in terms of overall platform function-

engagement.”

Choi said. “Platform providers can

ality, followed by HUB24, Colonial
First State FirstWrap, Asgard eWRAP
and Macquarie Wrap (including
Perpetual Private Wrap).

further differentiate their offerings

Examples include OneVue rolling

through the level of investment

out a full dashboard refresh that

research available, transaction

can be customised by users, to

capabilities, adviser permissions,

enhance planners’ efficiency by

navigation and layout.”

This was one of the key findings

providing them with easier access

coming from the annual Investment

to actionable information about

Trends 2016 Platform Benchmarking

their business and clients. While

& Competitive Analysis Report,

netwealth has started pre-populating

which compared 19 leading

its application forms with data from

help facilitate this, Investment Trends

platform and wrap providers

XPLAN, and HUB24 has built the ability

found that only three (AMP, HUB24

operating in Australia.

to pre-populate applications from

and Macquarie) of the 19 platforms

any system.

it reviewed, actually provided this to

Commenting on the report,
Investment Trends senior analyst,

However, Choi said an important

King Loong Choi said that unlike

trend to emerge from the analysis
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Choi added that ease of access was
another important aspect of client
portals, and while mobile apps can

planner clients.

MDA FORUM

INDUSTRY SEEKS CLARIFICATION
OF 1 OCTOBER CHANGES
Following ASIC’s revision of the

Wivell Plater, highlighted some of the

provider’s FSG to contain additional

Managed Discretionary Account

areas affected by the new changes

information, which includes:

(MDA) regulatory framework - ASIC

that come into effect from 1 October

Corporations (Managed Discretionary

2017, saying they potentially have

Account Services) Instrument

a significant impact on how MDA

2016/968 and a revised RG 179

businesses operate.

(released in September 2016), further
clarification of these changes have
emerged.

Wivell Plater highlighted 10 areas
that MDA providers need to be
aware of. These include:

- The MDA’s service fees and costs,
in the same form as a PDS;
- Information about all outsourcing
arrangements;

limited recourse products;

MDA specialist and managing

1. MDA PROVIDER’S FSG

director of The Fold Legal, Claire

ASIC now requires an MDA

9 / PERSPECTIVES / WINTER 2017

and contact details;

- The FSG must detail the risks of non-

Speaking at the inaugural MDA
Providers Forum in Sydney recently,

- Any external MDA adviser’s name

- MDA advisers’ FSGs do not need
information about MDAs.

CONTINUES >>

MDA FORUM

2. MDA CONTRACT

5. UNREGISTERED MIS

The following additional information

There is now a blanket prohibition on

must be contained within an MDA

unregistered Managed Investment

contract:

Schemes (MIS) in an MDA.

- The MDA’s service fees and costs,
in the same form as a PDS;
- The difference between acquiring
financial products directly and
through the MDA service;
- How the contract can be
terminated, how long it will take to
terminate the contract, and how

3. INVESTMENT
PROGRAM
MDA providers must now ensure
that the investment strategy
provides sufficient detail to enable

4. SOA
The MDA provider must now review
the SOA.
“ASIC does not require this to be a
comprehensive review of the SOA or

is limited to ensuring that on its face,

helpful guidance is contained with

breaches of an MDA must be

RG 179.

reported within 10 days, not five
days as previously required,” said
Wivell Plater.

“The other area is Fee Disclosure
Statements. External MDA advisers
are not required to include MDA

7. NON-LIMITED
RECOURSE
ARRANGEMENTS

integrated MDA services will not

For non-limited recourse

However, while ASIC had provided

arrangements, express client
consent is required, which must be
separate to the MDA contract.

need to include MDA provider fees
if the advice and MDA provider fees
are not bundled.”

greater clarification around the
updated Class Order, Wivell Plater
believed there were still a number
of areas in RG 179 that remained

8. TERMINATION
In the event of an MDA termination,
ASIC requires that MDA providers
have a written policy that clearly
explains the process of termination.
In addition, clients can request a
copy of this termination policy.

unclear and inconsistent.
“For example, why is the investment
strategy required to be in the MDA
contract, when it is already in the
investment program that is given to
the client at the same time? There
are still a number of areas that it
would be helpful for ASIC to reexamine,” she said.

9. REPORTING

MDA services offered by the provider

not required to provide quarterly

would be inappropriate for the

reports or annual audit reports, as

client,” said Wivell Plater.

these are provided by the platform.

“As this new requirement has created

According to the Institute of
Managed Account Professionals
(IMAP) chairman, Toby Potter,
IMAP would be seeking greater
clarification around these areas of
inconsistency prior to the 1 October
implementation date.

10. REVIEW REPORTS

if ASIC provides more definitive

ASIC requires MDA providers to

guidance on its expectations of this

review transaction reports and notify

review.”

clients of any omissions.
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is still a major concern for ASIC, but

provider fees in their FDS, and

MDAs operating under platforms are

MDA providers, it would be helpful

179 that are becoming clearer for

“Under this requirement, all

nothing in the SOA indicates that the

quite some consternation amongst

there are other areas under RG

includes conflicts of interest, which

an endorsement of the advice. ASIC
has informed us that the obligation

disclosure and review processes,

6. BREACHES

the client to make an informed
decision on its suitability.

MDA providers to implement stronger

the industry” Wivell Plater said. “This

MDA assets will be disposed or
transferred.

“While these 10 areas will require

The MDA Providers Forum is a special
interest group of IMAP that focuses on
the unique interests of MDA providers.

MDA FORUM

Top left: Guest speaker Vaughan Webber and Wes Gillett (Hub24). Attendees enjoyed the presentation and networking opportunity at the MDA Providers Forum.

TO IPO OR NOT: VALUING A BUSINESS
Just how do you go about establishing

business that goes beyond advice

While listing on the ASX can be a

your wealth management business

into portfolio management. The

viable pathway to creating value

to be seen by others as a premium

multiples that wealth management

for a business, Webber added there

business in terms of value, particularly

businesses command demonstrate

were still a number of things that

when listing on the ASX?

that, when properly executed, this is a

business owners needed to consider

sound strategy.

first before undertaking the IPO.

Director of Equity Capital Markets at

Webber said for any business owner

“Firstly, it’s a two-year process, then

Bell Potter, Vaughan Webber, in his

considering listing on the ASX, it

you need to consider escrow and

May presentation at the IMAP MDA

was important for them to note that

liquidity. Then you need to consider

Providers’ forum.

establishing a business’ value was

the business’ performance post

not simply relying upon earnings,

listing. Not all businesses can be listed,

revenue or fund multiples on a

so there’s a lot to consider before

normalised basis.

undertaking the process,” he said.

value they have created, they can

Instead, he said it was equally

Webber recommended that

receive a higher figure rather than a

important to consider the investable

any business owner considering

lower one, for the hard work done in

attributes of a business.

undertaking an IPO, which is a costly

Webber identified four such investable

process, at least first test the market’s

MDA providers, in particular, have

attributes, being: the financial,

appetite by talking to investors and

made a choice that both they

business, cultural and structural

gauging their interest in the listing.

and their clients can benefit from a

characteristics of the company.

This was the question facing the

According to Webber, we all want
our businesses to be more valuable,
so when the owners finally realise the

building their business.
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KEY QUESTION

MANAGED ACCOUNTS:
THE PATH LESS TRAVELLED
Perspectives asks four industry professionals the following question:
Q: What do you think are the three things that will drive the growth of
managed accounts?

THOMAS BIGNILL
Managing Director,
Mason Stevens
I believe the three things
that
will drive the growth of
managed accounts are:
1. Client needs changing

around growing their business in a compliant, cost
effective and scalable way. There are different ways
they can achieve this, and we are seeing advisers use
managed accounts as the one way to differentiate
themselves and their services.
This way, they have the opportunity to invest in direct
assets, such as direct international equities or direct bonds,
coupled with managed funds and ETFs, so that the client
has a diversified direct solution.

Investors are consuming advice (products and services)

Additionally, increased regulation has been one major

in a different way. They demand transparency, instant

catalyst for the large take up of managed accounts,

information of their portfolio and performance, and

because it allows advisers to get scalable investment

greater transparency.

solutions managed by a professionally structured

Transparency is probably key, as it allows advisers and

investment committee.

clients to assess a manager’s transactions, holdings,

3. Advisers becoming independent

fees and expenses, and sources of return. Post the GFC,
knowing how their wealth is being invested gives clients
peace of mind, and builds further trust with their adviser,
which in turn creates advocacy.
The other key client need which has changed is a
requirement to be able to invest globally across asset
classes, primarily in direct international equities. Managed
accounts enable advisers to do this, where they previously
weren’t able to.
2. Cost and scalability
Advisers are continually faced with multiple challenges
12 / PERSPECTIVES / WINTER 2017

We have also seen a growing number of advisers depart
larger institutions to establish their own practice, either by
becoming AFSL holders (single or multiple office holders) or
joining independent groups. According to ASIC, there are
approximately 3,700 AFSL holders (as at August 2016), but
with technology advancements and clients demanding
more transparency and value, we believe this number will
likely rise.
As more advisers start realising the benefits of managed
accounts, we expect funds under advice to grow along
with this.
CONTINUES >>

KEY QUESTION

PATRICIA CHAN
CFP® CA

PATRICK NALTY
CFP®

Managing Principal,

Managing Director,

DFS Advisory Services

Paradigm Group

Advisers are evolving;

As advisory firms start

many are actively

thinking about their

differentiating their

business models going

service offering and in

forward and start breaking

turn, seeking to take greater control. Solutions that

away from the traditional institutionally owned models,

seek such differentiation are no doubt positive growth

they will start looking at alternatives to the restrictive

catalysts. Consequently, managed account solutions

nature of wraps and managed funds.

need to become business solutions, not product
solutions.

Advisers who understand the value that a managed
account can offer to their clients by holding beneficial

Advisers want to be at the leading edge, not the bleeding

ownership of the investments, will allow them to make

edge, as trust is the major currency of advisers. No sane

use of all the relevant tax advantages, like franking

adviser will risk losing clients’ trust by recommending any

credits and CGT analysis, as against holding units in a

service that has question marks around deliverables. While

managed fund.

adviser confidence has increased in recent years due
to improvements within the managed account industry,
there is still some way to go.
Each managed account solution has its pros and cons,
and advisers still need to be realistic and accept some
gap levels in current offerings. A positive managed
account service experience is powerful and the major
pre-requisite for meaningful industry growth.
Growth will come from advisory groups seeking to
differentiate themselves by creating bespoke service
offerings. With managed accounts, there is greater scope
to tailor to adviser business needs and incorporate the
expertise of asset consultants and investment managers to
create customised solutions.
With the ability to select from ‘modularised’ managed
account solutions and retaining branding control,
differentiation is now within reach. Even managed

This will allow advisers to become more relevant in the
investment value add, and advisory firms that get their own
licence will have a lot more control over their own APL.
Managed accounts are also a very transparent way
to interact with clients, with full disclosure of all costs
and transactions, thereby enabling an investment
management fee to be charged to the client for
managing the portfolios.
Therefore, for advisory firms that want more control
and greater transparency over their client portfolios,
and that wish to position themselves as the investment
manager, thereby becoming more relevant in the
client-adviser value chain, then managed accounts are
the solution.
This all bodes well for the future growth of the managed
account industry.

account operators are now available for hire…who would
have thought?
We all wish to work smarter, not harder. Further
advancements in business (rather than product) solutions
will deliver better practice efficiencies, which has strong
appeal. This will ultimately improve trust among advisers
and encourage them to take the less-travelled managed
account road.
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CONTINUES >>

KEY QUESTION

MATT LAWLER
Executive General
Manager – Wealth
Management,

2. Investment Philosophy
Understand what role the portfolio plays in delivering
to this CVP. For example, a goals-based CVP is likely to
require an ‘inflation plus’ type investment approach.

OneVue Group

3. Portfolio construction

Platform and managed

Enlisting the advice of specialists can save time and

account decisions start

enhance the performance of your portfolios. Break

with the client.

down the construction of portfolios into asset allocation,

Re-engineering advice practices from an ‘old’ business
model to a ‘new’ business model must start with the client
and the experience you want them to have, before
making any decisions on platform choice.

sector construction and fund manager research, and
use specialists to assist you.
4. Implementation
Implementation of the investment portfolio is critical.

With a proliferation of platforms in the market, advice

Many businesses have made decisions on platform

practices tend to make decisions about which platform

‘bells and whistles’ and ‘toys’, rather than focusing

to use based on a product decision, often at an individual

on ‘industrial strength’ processes that systemises

client level. In some cases, practices will have up to six

implementation and frees the practice up to deal with

platforms, which is counterintuitive to the role a platform

more valuable discussions with clients and generating

should play in an efficiently-operating business.

new clients. This is where the platform assessment and

In our experience, high performing advisory practices take
a more strategic view of the role of platforms, founded on
redesigning the client experience and its outcomes.

decision starts!
5. Review and refine
Ongoing management of portfolios adds significant

Managed accounts, a more flexible modern platform,

value to a practice, maintaining advice from specialists

have offered practices greater scope beyond

to benchmark and allow for changes in markets.

traditional ‘one-size fits all’ platforms to customise their

Managing portfolios via managed accounts allows you

operating processes to become more efficient and

to take a long-term view, but periodic assessment and

responsive.

refinement is critical.

Choosing a managed account to make your practice

If a practice starts with the client in mind and works

more efficient is more than simply selecting a new

backwards, they can re-engineer their business model in

investment option. The following are five key issues to

this dynamic and competitive environment. Platforms and

consider before you make the leap:

portfolio implementation options, like managed accounts,

1. Client value proposition (CVP)
Clearly define the processes that deliver this promise
and ensure they are documented and repeatable,
specifying what services are delivered and the fees to

play an important role, but are most successful when
there is a clear view of the client experience and the role
that the investment portfolio will play in delivering that
experience.

be charged.

“Managed accounts, a more flexible modern platform, have
offered practices greater scope beyond traditional’one-size fits
all’ platforms to customise their operating processes to become
more efficient and responsive.” - MATT LAWLER
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GET READY FOR THE
REVISED MDA SERVICES REGIME
By Claire Wivell Plater
Following a three and a

obligations and aim to achieve consistency in MDA
service delivery.

half year consultation,

But they bear careful examination, because a few

the revised regulatory

surprises lurk amongst them and as always, the devil is in

regime for MDA service

the detail.

providers was finally announced in late September 2016.
Despite the fears of the MDA community, the sky did not
fall in!

Two key issues that the MDA sector will need to watch
out for are ensuring they have the correct AFS licence
authorisations and, for businesses operating under the

The most significant change was the abolition of the ‘no-

no-action position, whether their responsible managers

action position’, which had been interpreted by many to

will have adequate experience to meet ASIC’s

allow unfettered discretionary investment management

expectations.

services to be provided within regulated platforms –
without an MDA authorisation.
According to ASIC, the no-action position had only ever

MDA ADVISER AUTHORISATIONS

been intended to permit portfolio rebalancing. So, it

In a somewhat inexplicable omission, neither the new

was probably inevitable that it would be clawed back
at some time.

regulatory instrument (as class orders are now called) nor
the MDA Regulatory Guide (RG 179) explain what licence

The MDA community’s biggest concern – a net tangible

authorisations are required by advisers who recommend

assets requirement equivalent to those applying to

MDA services to their clients.

responsible entities and custodians – was not realised.
ASIC has chosen to put this on watch and will revisit the
need for it in 2-3 years.

ASIC has informally told a number of people in the
MDA community that no special authorisations are
needed, and that it’s sufficient for MDA advisers to

For the most part, the rest of the changes are

hold the following authorisations in relation to retail and

transparency mechanisms; they clarify MDA providers’

wholesale clients:
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* Provide personal financial product advice on

According to ASIC, responsible manager candidates will

managed investment schemes; and

need to have knowledge and skills that demonstrate they

* Deal by way of applying for an interest in a

can provide the MDA services honestly, efficiently and

managed investment scheme on behalf of another.

fairly, that they understand the legal and compliance

That will be a great relief to MDA advisers who feared
they may need to apply to vary their AFS licences to
include specific MDA product authorisations.
But it would be helpful for ASIC to include this in
RG 179, as many people are confused about this,

obligations relating to MDA services, and that they
understand the investment and operational issues of all
the types of client portfolio assets under management.
ASIC also says that it will assess applicants’
experience in relation to RG 132: Compliance plans

following contradictory information provided by ASIC

and RG 133: Managed investments and custodial

(albeit informally) in 2015.

and depositary services, as if references to managed
investment schemes were to MDA services.

MDA PROVIDER AUTHORISATIONS

This seems to indicate that the required standard will

The most profound change brought about by the revised

While some may consider this to be a significantly higher

regime is the need for all MDA providers to hold an AFS

standard than before, in our experience, ASIC has long

licence containing specific MDA licence authorisations,

required responsible managers for MDA service providers

even if they are operating through a regulated platform.

to have had relevant experience in operating registered

MDA providers relying on the no-action position (who

managed investment schemes.

won’t have these authorisations) have until 1 October
2018 to apply for a variation to their licence. Which leads
us to the next challenge.

RESPONSIBLE MANAGERS

be similar to what is expected of responsible entities.

As MDA providers who operate through regulated
platforms do not manage or hold title to clients’ portfolio
assets, it seems reasonable to expect that the custodial,
administration and reporting aspects of these standards
should not apply to them.

MDA applicants will need to nominate one or more

However, with ASIC’s more stringent approach to assessing

responsible managers with appropriate knowledge, skills

responsible manager experience in recent times, all MDA

and experience.

variation applicants should be prepared in advance to

Despite ASIC’s assurance that it will take experience

demonstrate their discretionary investment management

gained under the no-action position for regulated

capabilities to ASIC.

platform MDAs that is “equivalent to the MDA

Claire Wivell Plater is the managing director of

business that the licensee proposes to undertake” into
consideration, there is scant guidance on what this

The Fold Legal.

means.

“Two key issues that the MDA sector will need to watch out for
are ensuring they have the correct AFS licence authorisations
and, for businesses operating under the no-action position,
whether their responsible managers will have adequate
experience to meet ASIC’s expectations.”- CLAIRE WIVELL PLATER
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CRYSTAL CLEAR
Crystal Wealth Partners may only have been around
for five years, but with over 80 years of collective
experience amongst its senior team, its an advisory
business with an impressive track record.
Jayson Forrest talks to John McIlroy about the
business’ investment philosophy and its managed
account solution for clients.
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Crystal Wealth Partners is typical of the new breed of

“So, we decided from the very start that we didn’t want

advisory businesses appearing on the financial services

to rely on other organisations or their model portfolios.

landscape – nimble, independent, non-aligned,

Therefore, for us, because we had prior experience in

experienced and solutions driven.

MDAs, it wasn’t really a big challenge for us to set up a

It’s therefore not surprising that prior to the business setting up

managed account service,” John says.

in early 2012, its two directors – Tim Wedd and John McIlroy

“But, one of the things we definitely wanted to do was

– took the time to really plan what the business would like,

make sure we had different solutions for different clients.”

including how it would differentiate itself in a crowded and

And for Crystal Wealth Partners, that meant having

highly competitive market. And that included deciding on
the type of solutions they wanted to offer to cater for the
different needs of clients within the business.

an MDA solution where clients’ assets were held by a
custodian. This solution sat alongside another solution,
which was still under the MDA structure, where clients who

The two directors drew on their combined experience of

didn’t want their assets held by a custodian, could hold

more than 50 years, including their long history in managed

the investments in their own name.

accounts, to come up with a business model they believed

So, today, as part of its managed account solution for

would satisfy the growing appetite of consumers for more

clients operating under the MDA structure, Crystal Wealth

transparent and cost-effective investment and financial

Partners offers its clients two different versions, and it really

planning solutions.

depends on the type of client as to which one is most

Fast forward five years, and Crystal Wealth Partners is firmly

appropriate for their respective needs.

ensconced as an independent, non-aligned business that

“We have one version that we refer to as our ‘optimum’

provides financial advice and investment management

service, where client funds are held in model portfolios

services to private clients.

and the assets are held in custody - and we use the

In the advice space, it provides a full range of services:

Royal Bank of Canada for this. This means that when we

from superannuation to tax, from insurance to estate
planning and retirement planning. And on the investment
side of the business, Crystal Wealth Partners provides a
managed account offering for clients, where it acts as the
investment manager for client portfolios.
“At the time we started the business, we decided that
managed accounts were probably the most efficient
and most scaleable way to operate an advice business,”
John says.

rebalance portfolios, we only have to do one transaction
for investments, rather than multiple transactions. All our
clients operating in this service have identical portfolios,
depending on their risk level. So, there is consistency here
with client portfolios.
“And the other solution we have is called our ‘tailored’
service. The investments for this service are not held in
custody but are held in the client’s name.”
But either way, John says the difference between the two
services are purely to do with ownership.

IMPLEMENTATION

“Sometimes, clients don’t like the concept of having

So, how did Crystal Wealth Partners go about implementing

both solutions. And with our tailored service, our clients’

a managed account service within the business?

portfolios might look a little bit different, because we have

“When you start from scratch, it’s important to take the

their assets held by a custodian, so that’s why we offer

tailored it to their individual preferences.

time to work out some of the underlying key principles

“But importantly, in both cases, the client is giving Crystal

about what the business will ultimately look like, which

Wealth Partners the discretion to change their investments,

for us, included how we would go about incorporating a

which works well for us and our clients.”

managed account offering,” John says.
“Firstly, we wanted to be in control of the investment
process, so we applied for our licence to become an

CLIENTS

MDA operator. We also have a sub-custody arrangement

Currently, Crystal Wealth Partners has about 300 clients

with a custodian.

operating under its MDA. The average client portfolio size
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a direct global equity portfolio, and that’s something that’s
a little bit different to what most advisory practices do.”

PHILOSOPHY
The foundations of Crystal Wealth Partners’ investment
management philosophy are built on a global view across
all asset classes, with a particular focus on dynamic asset
allocation to achieve long-term returns.
According to John, a key principle of the business is to
implement a well-established approach for managing
assets at all times, with the objective of controlling
downside risk and minimising potential disappointments.
“It means having conviction of our ideas and selecting
investments accordingly,” John says. “Where possible,
we favour directly invested options rather than managed
funds, as we believe this helps reduce the impact of
‘middle management’ charges, as well as controlling the
overall costs of portfolio management for our clients.”
John says Crystal Wealth Partners’ approach to investment
is around $1.2 million, with the client make-up ranging

is to actively manage each portfolio in accordance with

from small business owners to self-funded retirees.

the client’s agreed risk tolerance, while also seeking out and

“About 70 per cent of the portfolios we look after would be

evaluating alternative investment options that may provide

self-managed superannuation funds (SMSFs). So, our MDA

good medium to long-term investment opportunities.

service sits very neatly with SMSFs. That means, with our

“We believe in active management,” he says. “The

direct approach to investing, our usage of managed funds

days of setting a portfolio and letting it sit are well and

is not high.

truly gone. So, for most clients, we adopt a goals-based

“With SMSFs, not only do we have individuals using them,

approach to investing, where we’re targeting different

but we also have family trusts, investment companies,

client risk levels, for long-term returns, that the client is

deceased estates - in fact, any type of structure can use

trying to achieve.”

them.”

In addition, John says alternative asset classes, such as

John concedes that the business does have a “handful”

hedge funds, private equity, real estate and commodities,

of clients who don’t operate on a discretionary service
and while they actively discourage it, he says Crystal

may also be used as a diversification tool to lower risk and
increase returns where considered appropriate.

Wealth Partners does offer a solution for those clients if
that’s what they really want.
“Our client portfolios include a whole mixture of asset
classes - listed and non-listed assets, direct Australian
equities, direct international equities, direct fixed interest,

TECHNOLOGY
And what technology platforms does Crystal Wealth
Partners turn to?

property REITs, ETFs and managed funds - it’s pretty much

“That would be Multiport, which for us, is really an

across the board. In fact, for model portfolios, anything

outsourced administration service,” says John.

that is unitised will probably work,” he says.

“The Multiport system is essentially a portfolio

“In fact, when we set up the business, we wanted to

administration system, but it also has the capacity to run

make sure we could provide a solution to clients for direct

model portfolios. Even today, I think Multiport is still the

international investments. So, one of the portfolios we run is

only service available that caters for SMSF administration,
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“We decided from the very start that we didn’t
want to rely on other organisations or their model
portfolios. Therefore, for us, because we had prior
experience in MDAs, it wasn’t really a big challenge
for us to set up a managed account service.”
plus managed accounts, plus client reporting functionality

“Now that we’ve built up a number of years of

– all in the one system. So, it’s unique in that respect.”

investment performance history, it’s probably a good

And what about the business’ tailored portfolios?
“Well, for our tailored portfolios, we have built some in-

time to revisit ‘white labelling’ – so, watch this space!”

house proprietary technology to cater for those clients who

ADVICE

are not in model portfolios. That in-house technology allows

And what of any tips for advisory firms considering rolling

us to rebalance client portfolios quite easily.”

out a managed account solution for clients? John
momentarily pauses before offering the following advice.

CHALLENGES AND CHANGES
Like any business owner, the foreseeable future doesn’t
come without its challenges for John and the team at
Crystal Wealth Partners.
“Over the next 12 months, the one thing we need to
decide upon is whether to invest in and develop our
in-house technology or find an external solution that
will better cater for our non-custodial clients - mainly

“Firstly, you need to look at how you’re going to provide
an efficient solution to clients, while ensuring you make a
decent profit margin,” he says. “Personally, the concept
of continuously doing SOAs for clients and getting
approval for every investment isn’t really an efficient
solution, but that’s what a lot of advisory practices do.
“So, you need to offer an efficient solution to maximise
your ongoing profitability.”

in respect of rebalancing efficiencies. What we’re

John’s second piece of advice is to be clear from the

currently using is in-house built and it’s a little clunky, so

outset as to what it is you want to do and what you want

we would like to find a better solution there.”

to offer your clients, even before looking at any solutions.

John is also mindful of the surge in interest of ‘robo’
advice, “so we’re also looking at this space and

And importantly, this also means clearly working out what
it is you don’t want to do within the business.

deciding whether we develop a solution for a different

“We decided at the start that while we were happy to

type of client who is looking to use a ‘robo’ offering”.

do the MDA investment management and the process

And in addition, John also adds that Crystal Wealth
Partners is considering whether the business ‘white
labels’ its service offering, given the changes that are
happening within the industry.
“We actually had ‘white labelling’ in mind from the very
start of the business, and our systems have all been built
around potentially being able to do that,” he says. “But
before we could white label our service, we wanted
to have a track record in place, particularly from the
investment performance side of things, so if other
advisory groups wanted to adopt our model portfolios,
then there was a history there.
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that sits behind that, as well all the compliance, we didn’t
want to do the in-house portfolio administration. So, we
outsourced that part of the business,” he says.
“It’s just so important that before launching into a
managed account offering, you actually take the time to
sit down and work out where you want to go with this type
of solution for clients. Does that mean you want to provide
multiple solutions like we have to cater for different client
needs, or do you want to be more selective?
“That’s a question that can take a bit of time to answer,
but it’s well worth asking.”

LMDA

3 OPTIONS FOR LMDA
ARRANGEMENTS
When it comes to replacing Limited MDA arrangements,
advisory firms have three key options to consider if they
hope to satisfy the changing demands of investors and
the regulator, says David Heather.
Advisers currently using Limited MDA (LMDA)
arrangements and reviewing their investment

What is a Limited MDA?

management and portfolio administration options need

MDA arrangements for retail investors can, and do,

to think carefully about the type of business they’re

exist where an adviser is not authorised to provide

likely to be running in the future.

MDA services under their licence.

In September 2016, ASIC announced it would remove the

A large number of industry participants provide MDA

right for advisory firms that use the 2004 no action letter to

services to retail clients using a ‘no action’ letter

provide LMDA arrangements.

issued by ASIC in 2004. This provision allowed certain

There’s also mounting pressure on advisers to add greater

MDA arrangements to occur in regulated platforms if

value through improved portfolio management, in the
prevailing volatile, low income environment.
Now that ASIC has removed the ability for an advisory firm
to manage client portfolios under a LMDA arrangement,

a licensee’s Financial Services Guide was amended
and a contractual arrangement was implemented
between the licensee and the client.
This is commonly referred to as a Limited MDA

there are three options for advisers who want to build an

arrangement.

efficient, profitable and sustainable business.

The no action letter came about because the

Firstly, they can apply to ASIC for a licence authorisation

Financial Services Council argued that unlike ‘full

to provide MDA services to retail investors, in which
case they must satisfy the regulator’s competency,
compliance and financial requirements.
Alternatively, they can partner with an experienced,
specialist MDA provider.
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service’ MDAs, many advisers primarily used discretion
to rebalance managed fund portfolios via a wrap
platform, which took care of administration, custody
and reporting. It successfully argued that it wasn’t
clear whether they needed to be licensed or not.

CONTINUES >>

LMDA
Some believe a potential third option is to run client
portfolios via a separately managed account (SMA)
structure. For those who plan to go down the SMA route
and wish to continue managing portfolios, there are a
number of potential shortcomings.
A SMA may not suit advisers who want the ability to
tailor client portfolios, use less liquid assets, access all
corporate actions, exercise voting rights, use discretion
when rebalancing client portfolios, and control execution
through their brokers of choice.
On the other hand, SMAs may be an efficient way for

Key consideration for gaining MDA Operator
authorisation
• AFSL authorisation requires Responsible Manager
experience
• MDA contracts, FSG and other compliance
documents need to be developed
• PI Insurance needs to recognise MDA services
• Additional auditing
• Custody arrangements need to be in place
• Potential future capital obligations imposed by
ASIC

advisers who have relatively unsophisticated clients to

• Re-documenting the client

implement a standard portfolio for a large number of

• Need for a retail super solution

investors.
This article examines the two key options available to
advisers who want to provide a MDA service.

OPTION 1: GAIN A LICENCE
AUTHORISATION TO PROVIDE
MDA SERVICES
Advisory practices that want to become an MDA
provider must gain an AFS licence authorisation to
provide MDA services for retail investors.
MDA providers are required to prove they have the
competence, procedures and resources to provide MDA
services.
LMDA arrangements that were previously provided through
a regulated platform may need reworking. Regulated
platforms providing custodial services to MDA providers will
need to be engaged in a different way. This is particularly
the case when it comes to contracting for custody and
processes like managed fund trading where pooling
provisions, which is the ability for each investor to meet
minimum investment requirements in a PDS, need to be met.
That’s arguably the easy part.
Some advisory firms may look to implement their own
administration arrangements or outsource to specialist
managed account administrators. This may require
new software providers and custodians, or alternatively
a specialist administrator who provides outsourced
technology and administration solutions.
That may sound simple but unfortunately for boutique MDA
providers, the majority of custodians won’t deal with smaller
MDA providers for commercial reasons. Furthermore,
specialist administrators providing custodial services as
part of their solution need to have $10 million in capital to
provide a custodial arrangement and many don’t meet
this requirement.
Then there’s professional indemnity insurance.
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Advisory firms looking to provide their own MDA

compliant MDA service relatively quickly without a large

arrangement can expect PI premiums to jump,

capital outlay.

assuming they can get cover at all.

By partnering with a specialist MDA provider, advisory

ASIC believes MDA services need to be regulated in a

firms can outsource administration, custody and

similar way to RE arrangements, given the risk to retail

responsibility for the overarching compliance of

investors, which is why tougher licensing conditions

the MDA structure, while retaining responsibility and

apply to advisers who provide MDA services.

ownership of the strategic advice and portfolio

PI insurers generally agree, particularly where a MDA

management functions.

provider is providing advice to clients, managing the

Some providers build bespoke solutions for firms, so that

client portfolio and undertaking administration in-house.

the solution is customised for the advisory firm.

Finally, advisory firms need to also consider the additional

This option enables advisers to focus on providing advice

regulatory and compliance obligations, including ASIC’s
proposed increased capital requirements.
ASIC announced it would continue to review the capital
requirement for MDA providers, potentially increasing
NTA of 0.5 per cent of FUA up to $5 million, even if
administration and custody are outsourced.
The retail super dilemma

and managing portfolios without the need to meet
onerous regulatory obligations or continuously invest in
costly systems and infrastructure.
Under this type of arrangement, an MDA provider typically
appoints an advice business as a portfolio manager, under
a formal investment management agreement.
Prior to appointment, advisory firms must demonstrate
that there’s a strict governance framework in place,

Some advisers believe they can run a limited MDA

including documented policies and procedures and an

arrangement for retail super investors but the MDA

experienced investment committee with independent

structure is not recognised in super.

members.

The trustee is king in super and it’s the trustee’s role

If an advisory firm manages their own portfolios, which

to appoint an administrator, custodian, investment

will be the case under a LMDA arrangement, advisers

manager and adviser.

will seek to add value by ensuring clients don’t overpay

In order for advisers to manage retail super money

for assets as far as possible, and conversely achieve the

with discretion, they need to be appointed as

highest price possible when selling.

an investment manager by the super fund’s

To do that, they need the ability to take advantage of

trustee and comply with APRA’s outsourcing rules.
Effectively, they become a funds management
firm.
That means advisers currently managing retail
super money under a limited MDA arrangement
should be issuing a record of advice (RoA) for
every portfolio change.

timely opportunities, manage money with discretion and
execute trades efficiently to better control the investment
outcome, including the ability to move to a competitive
cash solution when assets become overvalued.
Even if an advisory firm chooses to outsource all or part
of the portfolio management function to a third party
professional manager, asset consultant, broker or research

Advisory firms can compliantly manage retail super

house (as many do), they’re still responsible for setting

assets with discretion by partnering with an MDA

the strategy, making sure it’s appropriate for the client,

provider with a retail super solution.

ensuring it’s properly implemented and electing to
replace underperforming appointed parties.

OPTION 2: PARTNER WITH A
LICENSED MDA PROVIDER AND
ADMINISTRATOR

Where a practice doesn’t have a formal investment

For the majority of small licensees and practices with

David Heather is Chief Executive Officer of

LMDA arrangements, this represents the most practical,

Managedaccounts.com.au

low risk option because they can implement a
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framework, the right MDA provider can help them put one
in place.

DUE DILIGENCE

OPERATIONAL
DUE DILIGENCE 3.0
Operational due diligence (ODD) is a challenging
undertaking for any business, including the obligations
on dealer group portfolio managers. Christopher Addy
examines the five-stage process that can enhance the
ODD process within a business.
In the 2014 edition of Insight magazine, the Australian

But firstly, what is Due Diligence 3.0?

Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) outlined its

Before 2008, operational due diligence was an optional,

expectations for due diligence to be performed on
investment managers by APRA regulated superannuation
entities, with a special focus on the need for, and
importance of, operational due diligence (ODD).

‘nice to have’. I call this period Due Diligence 1.0:
Pre Madoff. For those investors who did conduct ODD,
the process, scope and methodology of emerging ODD
programs was variable. Equally, there was a lack of

Since then, Australian superannuation funds - together

commonality among hedge fund operating structures,

with asset owners and advisers - have given increasing

exemplified by the existence of many self-administered

attention to the need for ODD and, more practically, the

funds.

processes and procedures which can be put in place to
establish an effective ODD program.

In the Post 2008 Due Diligence 2.0 world, some level of
operational due diligence is now performed by virtually

The following article outlines Castle Hall’s view of the

all asset owners. Diligence scope and methodology has

evolving due diligence landscape globally, of which

also become somewhat more standardised, although

Australia, particularly given APRA’s attention to the

some investors continue to have a ‘light touch’. Equally,

subject, is at the leading edge. For investors new to ODD,

manager operational structures are now more uniform,

Castle Hall recommends a five-stage process:

benefiting from better systems and technology, a wider

1. E
 stablish a due diligence policy – risk based, covering

bench of experienced talent, and more transparency

all asset classes and external manager relationships
2. E
 stablish responsibility for ODD as part of governance,
risk and compliance
3. Identify operational due diligence risk areas

around the industry as a whole.
But now, there is a new model for asset owners called
Due Diligence 3.0. This applies as follows:
Multi asset class: Operational diligence should

4. D
 evelop an effective reporting process

be applied across all third party asset manager

5. D
 evelop an effective ongoing monitoring process

relationships, not just hedge funds. Investors focused
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on governance, risk and compliance, now require

hedge funds, private equity vehicles and so forth), and

consistent operational risk information across all fund

also take account of investment materiality.

and account holdings.

However, as a core concept, a threshold level of

A risk-based approach: Operational risks for managed

operational diligence should be completed on all third

funds, long-only managed accounts, private equity

party asset managers, both when new managers are

funds and real estate investments are very different,

on board and then as part of an effective ongoing

as compared to a traditional hedge fund. Different

monitoring program.

diligence procedures should be adopted to reflect
different asset classes.
Real time monitoring: Traditional ODD has focused on
a schedule of in person diligence meetings, with the
output of each ODD cycle often limited to a report
memorialising information gathered during each
meeting. This process is then repeated every 1-3 years.
Due Diligence 3.0 introduces a new operating model:
the foundation of an effective ODD program is now an
active, real time monitoring program, where the annual
onsite visit and resulting diligence report is just one tool
in a far broader toolbox of diligence procedures.

2. E
 STABLISH RESPONSIBILITY FOR
ODD AS PART OF GOVERNANCE,
RISK AND COMPLIANCE
One of the key elements of the due diligence policy is
to establish which functional area within an organisation
has responsibility for ODD.
As ODD has gained importance and adoption, it has
become firmly entrenched in the governance, risk
and compliance (GRC) agenda. Placing ODD in the
protective, risk-mitigating framework of GRC highlights

Fintech: Technology has become critical to process

the need for segregation of duties between front and

ever increasing amounts of public and private

back-office diligence.

information. Systems, bandwidth to curate data, quality
reporting and dashboard capabilities are vital to give
asset owners an effective view of portfolio risks.

Given the evident conflict between market and business
risk (for example, what happens when a hedge fund
has attractive returns but weak operational controls?),
ODD should not be performed by investment teams that

5 KEY AREAS FOR OPERATIONAL DUE
DILIGENCE ENHANCEMENT
So, when implementing or enhancing a best practice

are compensated for portfolio performance. The same
conflict also impedes the ability of external investment
consultants, who are equally focused on investment
returns, to conduct operational diligence.

operational due diligence program, the following is the

Instead, ODD should be performed by risk specialists,

five-stage process that needs to be undertaken for any

who report directly to GRC functional areas, such as

effective ODD program.

compliance, internal audit and risk management.

1. ESTABLISH A DUE DILIGENCE POLICY
Managers and investors are familiar with compliance

3. IDENTIFY OPERATIONAL DUE
DILIGENCE RISK AREAS

manuals, valuation policies and disaster recovery plans,

ODD seeks to identify, manage and mitigate non-

but the ODD policy is a relatively new concept. However,

market risk. This focuses on three primary categories:

a policy document should be the foundation of the ODD
process, outlining clear procedures for initial operational
diligence on new allocations and, thereafter, policies for
the conduct of ongoing diligence on invested positions.
A well drafted ODD policy will outline a risk-based
approach, recognising the different operational risk

• The business risk of the management company (the
entity responsible for investment decision-making);
• The legal risk of the fund entity (the product owned
by the investor); and
• The operational risk of the control environment (the

profiles of different types of investments (from long-only

controls and procedures in place to prevent fraud,

managed accounts, public and private pooled funds,

theft of assets and ensure that investment transactions
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are accurately recorded).
As part of these three ODD categories, there are
seven specific areas that should be included in each
operational diligence review. They are:
1. Security over the existence of assets
Diligence should identify and verify custodians, prime
brokers and derivative counter parties. Additional
procedures are required for non-custodied assets, such as
private equity holdings and direct loans.
2. Controls around trade capture and accounting

and have no transparent, independent pricing sources.
However, it’s typically these assets, which are precisely
the securities most susceptible to deliberate mis-marking,
where administrators are typically ready to accept
manager originated prices, rather than independently
sourced prices.
5. Service providers
Alternative asset funds may use external fund
administrators, valuation agents, information technology
providers and compliance consultants. Appointments
should be verified, and the function and capability

Internal to the manager organisation, each asset

of each vendor evaluated. Issues such as legal and

manager should implement appropriate controls

contractual liability should be considered. A recent trend,

around trade execution, confirmation, settlement and

for example, is for fund administrators to seek to limit their

reconciliation. To the extent that mid or back-office

liability, even in the event of a loss to investors caused by

functions have been outsourced, investors should gain a

their gross negligence.

thorough understanding of the responsibilities of external

6. Governance

vendors and evaluate their resources, systems and overall
effectiveness.
3. Controls over cash movements
Investors should require asset managers to implement
robust controls around transfers of client money held in
funds and other client accounts. A single professional
within the asset manager should not, for example, be able
to disburse fund assets on his or her sole signature; rather,
client money controls should require dual signatories and
a segregated prepare/approve/release procedure.
4. Controls around asset valuation
Diligence should evaluate the fund’s valuation policy,
the role of the valuation committee, and procedures
adopted to ensure accurate valuation adopted by the

The role of external fund directors should be examined
using the ‘six Cs’ of governance:
• director and board competence;
• capacity;
• composition;
• choice;
• compensation; and
• control.
For example, recent changes in the Cayman Islands have
focused more attention on the role of external directors.
This has resulted in positive trends for more frequent board
meetings and enhanced governance oversight.
7. Compliance procedures

investment manager, the fund administrator, and third-

Given the new compliance paradigm faced by

party valuation agents, if any.

alternative asset managers, investors expect to see

Extensive diligence attention should be given to illiquid,
hard to value securities.

hedge and private equity managers appoint an
experienced chief compliance officer (CCO), maintain
robust compliance documentation, conduct frequent

The risk of deliberate mis-evaluation is clearly far greater

compliance training, and create an overall culture of

with respect to assets that lack an active trading market

compliance across the firm.

“Given the evident conflict between
market and business risk, ODD should not
be performed by investment teams that are
compensated for portfolio performance.”
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The CCO will often be supported by a compliance

year, with administrator transparency reports being

consultant able to assist the asset manager with

an excellent tool to support monthly and quarterly

documentation, training and services, such as mock

oversight over these metrics.

regulatory inspections.

Investors should also complete real time monitoring to

Finally, as recently demonstrated globally, cybersecurity

identify regulatory and news media (and increasingly

issues will impact both the technology team and the

social media) commentary with respect to their asset

compliance department.

managers.

4. D
 EVELOP AN EFFECTIVE
REPORTING PROCESS

THE WAY FORWARD

Even if the ODD process is effective in terms of

requires significant resources, working within a well-defined

gathering information and conducting diligence
interviews with managers and service providers, findings
and action points arising from the ODD process also
must be documented.
A consistent weakness of many ODD programs is
poor documentation, with investors often struggling

Operational diligence is a challenging discipline. ODD
process and methodology. Investors will increasingly
need to make investments in new technology solutions
to streamline data gathering and enable systematic
identification and monitoring of operational risks.
Looking forward, investor ODD programs will be driven by
two motivations.

to keep reports up-to-date, or preparing only brief

Firstly, many investors that are increasing allocations

ODD documentation in the form of annotated

to alternative assets, such as corporate and public

questionnaires.

superannuation funds, operate within stringent fiduciary

Effective reporting should, firstly, be consistent across
all funds in a portfolio. Thereafter, it should provide an
overall assessment, highlight strengths and weaknesses,
and identify action points and follow ups.
Quality reporting evidences the investor’s diligence process
(vital if the investor is itself subject to regulatory oversight)
and supports ODD as an ongoing process of engagement
and monitoring with each invested manager.

standards and are exposed to significant regulatory,
business and political risk. For this class of investor, the
reputational and governance impact of investing in a
hedge or private equity fund that suffers a loss due to
operational failure, will likely far exceed the impact of a
loss solely due to investment underperformance.
More positively, as we have already discussed,
investors recognise that operational quality will support
investment outperformance, a concept that has been
referred to as ‘operational alpha’.

5. D
 EVELOP AN EFFECTIVE ONGOING
MONITORING PROCESS

Other things being equal, it’s reasonable to assume

ODD is not only a process conducted before investment.

infrastructure will, over time, generate higher

Post-investment diligence will, over the lifetime of an
investment, require significantly more resources than the
initial review when the manager is on-boarded.

that, of two equivalently skilled investment professionals,
the one supported by the more robust operational
performance. This is the central value add of operational
diligence, and it illustrates why more and more investors
aspire towards top tier ODD.

Certain ongoing monitoring procedures will be annual,
starting with annual updates to each diligence report
and detailed review of annual fund financial statements.

Christopher Addy is President and CEO of Castle Hall
Alternatives. Castle Hall Alternatives is a specialist in

Throughout the year, many investors schedule diligence

operational diligence, working on behalf of asset owners.

updates with invested managers, focused on issues such as

It has worked with Australian investors for several years

changes in assets under management and product range,

from the firm’s office in Sydney, together with its locations

staff turnover, and any regulatory or other legal events.

in Zurich, Abu Dhabi, and its headquarters in Montreal,

Investors typically monitor changes in counter-party
composition and valuation profile throughout the
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PROPERTY

CRANES, TRAINS
AND PROPERTY YIELDS
Charles Stodart
Investment
Specialist
Zurich Investments
Investors in Australian property have long been
enamoured with the residential market, but away
from the fanfare and the media focus, Australian Real
Estate Investment Trusts (AREITs) offer many of the same
attractions, but with broader sub-sector opportunities and
much deeper liquidity.

government bond has declined from over 5.5 per cent
in mid-2011, to approximately 2.6 per cent today1. The
distribution yield on AREITs at 4.8 per cent1 is relatively
attractive compared to traditional providers of income,
though this too has come down.
Indeed, while this distribution has been important in the
index’s total return, a more significant portion has come
from growth in capital. And this is a relevant consideration
for those who may be underweight the asset class, or
looking to increase their allocation and who may be
wondering whether now is a good point to enter.
In fact, Net Asset Values (NAVs), or the current value of

The AREITs universe provides investors with exposure to a

a trust’s assets minus its liabilities, have gone up a lot in

diverse range of listed real estate securities within several

recent years, with the physical market becoming quite

sub-sectors, including retail, office and industrial. And

‘toppy’. One way to measure this for an individual asset is

while there are a number of common factors across these

by considering the ‘cap rate’, or the asset’s Net Operating

sectors, given the long duration nature of the asset class,

Income compared to its market value. Current ‘cap

a variety of income streams and strategies exist at both

rates’ are relatively low. While we have seen a steady

the sector and stock level that produces a significant

improvement in income, today’s low ‘cap rate’ is more a

dispersion of returns that an experienced active investor

function of the expansion in market values.

can take advantage of.

Going forward, further improvement in NAVs is expected

Just like with the residential sector, investors have been

to be more driven by growth in Net Operating Incomes.

rewarded with strong performance from the AREITs

The other factor to consider here is that the discount to

asset class in recent times, with the S&P/ASX 300 AREIT

NAV is currently fairly modest at only 3 per cent1, which,

Accumulation Index returning 16.2 per cent per annum

while fair, cannot be considered that compelling given

over the five years to the end of April 2017.

the move in NAVs noted earlier. This assessment is also

Given this strong performance, investors are right to ask

supported by a comparison of the Price-to-Earnings

what the long-term opportunity is and what the prospects

ratio of the AREITs index to the broader equity market.

are at the sub-sector level.

Currently, AREITs are trading at a similar valuation to

IS NOW THE TIME TO ENTER?

moderately cheaper.

Steady and reliable distributions have been a welcome
attraction for investors in the AREITs asset class, particularly
in an environment where the yields on traditional income
generators have been compressed.
For instance, the yield on the Australian 10-year
28 / PERSPECTIVES / WINTER 2017

general equities against a long-term average of being
So, while the distribution yield for the sector (at close to 5
per cent) continues to be relatively attractive, particularly
when compared to what is available from the bond
market, the current physical valuation might perhaps
prompt some short-term caution regarding a fresh
allocation to the asset class.
CONTINUES >>
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IS THERE VALUE IN RETAIL REAL ESTATE?
At the sub-sector level, retail accounts for approximately
half of the index, though the underlying exposures are
varied across quality of assets (think of the premium
locations of Westfield against some of the regional malls),
as well as by location (for instance, key index stock
Westfield Corp primarily has exposure to the US and the UK).
Currently, underlying retail sales are soft and conditions

medium-term outlook, particularly for those trusts that
are more exposed to the huge increase in apartment
supply that has been seen in Melbourne and Brisbane. The
longer term outlook is also clouded by the overall level of
affordability that is back to historic lows (even with historic
low interest rates).

WHERE DO TRAINS FIT IN?

are made tougher for local players as foreign entrants eye

On a longer term outlook, the Government’s infrastructure

the Australian market. The threat of online has also been

initiatives are worth keeping in mind. While the Melbourne to

elevated by confirmation that Amazon will be launching

Brisbane Inland Rail project is still at a very early stage, there

Amazon Marketplace in late 2018.

will be important implications, and opportunities, for property,

While this has weighed on the trusts that are exposed

as these transport and logistics plans are progressed.

to the retail sub-sector, this can be expressed by an
underweight exposure by an active manager. It’s also
important to recognise that at some point, this threat
will be ‘priced in’ to the underlying trusts and may even
present an opportunity to those investors with a longterm view. The retail experience may be changing, but

WHAT ABOUT SMALL CAP REITS?
While there is a tendency to focus on the larger cap
stocks within the index, there is a ‘long tail’ of smaller trusts
across a diverse range of sub-sectors, including hotels,

AREITs still provide equity ownership to some of the highest

pubs and lifestyle communities. Some of these even sit

quality real estate in Australia.

outside the index and can be under-researched and
under- owned, offering an attractive opportunity for an

CRANES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN OFFICE
While cranes on the skyline are the traditional barometer
of economic activity, the lack of them (in Sydney anyway)
has proved to be more telling. While all metro markets
have their own specific drivers, the outlook for the Sydney
office market is positive.

active manager with the right investment approach that
can take advantage of these inefficiencies.

ACTIVE MANAGEMENT TO CAPITALISE
ON MISPRICINGS
Given the diversity of prospects at both the sub-sector

Historically, low supply in the Sydney CBD is expected to

and stock level, finding an experienced active manager

drive the vacancy rate below 5 per cent, which supports

can greatly assist in navigating a market where the overall

the prospect for strong effective rental growth over the next

return outlook for the broader index is relatively muted

few years. Sydney is important in the context of AREIT office

and largely relates to the distribution yield opportunity,

exposure, as it accounts for over half of the sub-sector.

at least in the short-term. The case (for active) is well

Melbourne is also expected to deliver steady improvement

supported by the dispersion of returns amongst the

in rental growth, though the prospects for Perth and

individual trusts, with different strategies and income

Adelaide are less compelling as vacancy rates are high.

streams creating different risk and return characteristics.

WHAT ABOUT RESIDENTIAL?

Mispricing opportunities can also be created by the
composition of the buy-side, with various types of investors

Residential always sparks interest, despite the low

applying differing valuation criteria. An experienced

exposure (under 5 per cent) that the AREITs index has to

investment team that conducts in- depth fundamental

the residential property market. Despite the concerns

research to drive conviction can position an AREIT fund to

discussed in the press, the current environment has

exploit these opportunities.

remained strong, with the two key listed trusts, Mirvac and
Stockland, reporting record levels of pre-sales and have
even guided to increased margins, as prices have risen
further in Sydney and Melbourne.
However, this is moderated by a somewhat gloomier
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Charles Stodart is an Investment Specialist at Zurich
Investments.
1. 12 May 2017.

INVESTING

FUNDAMENTAL INDEXING:
FITTING IT INTO AN
INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
David Bassanese
Chief economist
BetaShares

investment opportunities, investors now seem to have
three choices when constructing managed fund
portfolios:
1. cling to the use of active funds alone;

It’s perhaps no surprise
that investors are being
increasingly drawn to the benefits of low-cost index
investing. Regular industry surveys tend to find that most
actively managed (and more expensive) funds, despite

2. switch to the use of low-cost market-tracking funds
only; or
3. mix both active and passive strategies in what’s
known as ‘core-satellite’ investing.

their best effort, fail to beat their market benchmarks

That said, there is, in fact, a fourth choice: choose a

consistently over time.

low-cost passive strategy that can potentially offer

So, the advent of index tracking exchange traded

some of the return benefits ordinarily only expected

funds (ETFs) has made it even easier for investors to add

from more expensive active strategies.

low cost passive exposures to their portfolios.
Given the existence of both passive and active
30 / PERSPECTIVES / WINTER 2017

Indeed, if we define the ‘market’ as a marketcapitalisation weighted index, such as the S&P/ASX
CONTINUES >>
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200 Index, it turns out there is a strategy that can offer
investors potentially market beating returns over time,
whilst still retaining the indexing benefits of transparency
and low management cost.
Which strategy? It’s called ‘fundamental indexing’ and
it underpins the strategy of two of BetaShares’ flagship
Australian and US equity ETFs, the BetaShares FTSE RAFI
Australia 200 ETF (ASX Code: QOZ) and the BetaShares
FTSE RAFI US 1000 ETF (ASX Code: QUS).

FUNDAMENTAL INDEXING AND
BEATING THE MARKET
Fundamental indexing works precisely because
the traditional approach to indexing suffers from
a tendency to overweight expensive stocks and
underweight cheap stocks.
How so?
Traditionally, market indices (such as Australia’s S&P/ASX
200 Index or America’s S&P 500 Index) use a market-cap

FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS

weighting approach. As seen in Chart 2, that means if

As set out below (Chart 1), the BetaShares Fundamental

will effectively increase its weighting to the stock – even

Index ETFs use four equal-weighted measures of

if the stock’s share price is already arguably overvalued

company size to determine the index weights.

relative to underlying valuations (e.g. Period C).

Chart 1

Similarly, stocks that fall in value will have a reduced

the price of a stock rises in value, a market-cap index

weight in the index, even if their price fall was unjustified
by fundamentals, and these cheap stocks could be
poised to bounce back in the future (e.g. Period A).
By contrast, by simply breaking the link with market
price, fundamental indexing seeks to avoid the
market-cap weighting problem of overweighting
expensive stocks and underweighting cheap stocks. As
expensive stocks start to underperform (Period D) and
cheap stocks to outperform (Period B), fundamental
indexing strategies have tended to outperform marketcap indexing strategies.
Chart 2
These factors have been chosen because:
- They reflect a company’s economic footprint and are
not price related;
- They are widely accepted indicators of company size,
easily accessible and broadly available;
- They are top line accounting measures that are less
susceptible to manipulation;
- Five year averaging helps to smooth peaks and valleys
in accounting data; and
- The methodology is transparent, repeatable and
based on historical measures which have statistically
proven to be successful in delivering attractive

Of course, as evident in Chart 2, fundamental indexing

performance outcomes compared to market cap

does not always outperform – but this is usually during

weighted indices.

temporary (often speculative) periods when market

Using this indexing strategy, the FTSE RAFI Australia

momentum continues to favour already expensive

200 ETF comprises the 200 companies with the largest

stocks and disfavour cheaper (better-value) stocks. As

‘fundamental values’ amongst companies listed on the

and when stock valuations re-normalise, fundamental

ASX. Similarly, the FTSE RAFI US 1000 ETF comprises the

indices then have the potential to more than make up

1,000 securities with the largest ‘fundamental values’

for their temporary period of underperformance relative

amongst US listed stocks.

to market-cap weighted indices.
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THE PROOF IS IN THE PUDDING:
FUNDAMENTAL INDEXING
PERFORMANCE

Table 1
Period (to
31/3/2017)

Rank

Number of

Percentile

managers

rank

Total
return

Quartile

(% pa)

When it comes to the benefits of fundamental indexing,

1 year

2

211

Top 1%

27.2%

1

I believe the results speak for themselves.

5 year

16

181

Top 9%

12.3%

1

10 year

7

141

Top 5%

6.1%

1

As seen in Chart 3, the FTSE RAFI Australia 200 Index –
which, since its launch in July 2013, QOZ has aimed to
track – has historically tended to outperform the S&P/
ASX 200 Index by around 2 per cent per annum over the
long-term. QOZ itself was launched almost four years
ago on the Australian market, and up until end-March
2017, its underlying index had produced an annualised
return since inception of 11.25 per cent per annum,
compared to 9.81 per cent for the S&P/ASX 200 Index.
After fees, QOZ has produced a return of 10.72 per cent
per annum over this period.

Past performance is not an indication of future performance. The table
shows performance of the index which QOZ aims to track, less QOZ
management costs of 0.40 per cent per annum, compared to active
managers using the Australian Equity Large Blend category.

Since its inception in the late 1980s, the FTSE RAFI US
1000 Equity Index has produced an annualised return of
14.3 per cent per annum to 31 March 2017, compared
with 12.3 per cent per annum for the S&P 500 Index – an
outperformance of 2 per cent per annum.
Chart 4

Chart 3

Past performance is not an indication of future performance. The chart
shows performance of the index which QUS aims to track vs. the S&P
Past performance is not an indication of future performance. The chart
shows performance of the Index which QOZ aims to track vs. the S&P/
ASX 200 Index and does not take into account ETF fees and expenses.
You cannot invest directly in an index.

Not only has the fundamental indexing strategy
underpinning QOZ consistently beaten the market
historically over the long-term, it has also shown most
active managers a clean pair of heels – as might
be expected given most active managers haven’t
themselves consistently beaten the market according
to the research.
Indeed, as seen in Table 1, were QOZ dubbed ‘actively
managed’, its performance would have ranked it
at number two among the 211 Australian large-cap
managers tracked by Morningstar for the one year
period ending 31 March 2017. And QOZ would have

500 Index and does not take into account ETF fees and expenses. You
cannot invest directly in an index.

Market behaviour over the past year provides a classic
example of how fundamental indexing seeks to win out
over time.
As seen in Table 2, the fundamentally weighted FTSE
RAFI Australia 200 Index started the year effectively
‘overweight’ the resources sector, compared to the
market-cap weighted S&P/ASX 200 Index – reflecting
the fact resource stocks fared poorly in 2015 and their
market capitalisation had fallen relative to underlying
measures of value, such as earnings and book value.
To offset this overweight, the fundamental index was
underweight health care stocks, which had a strong
2015 and had increased in market capitalisation.

ranked in the top quartile of active managers on a one

These sector positions help the fundamental index then

year, five year and 10 year basis.

outperform in 2016, as resources rebounded strongly
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and health care stocks lagged.
But it was not just sector positioning that helped the
fundamental index outperform last year. As also evident,
stock weightings within each sector saw sector returns based
on fundamental indexing outperform those produced by
market-cap indexing in 10 of the 11 industry sectors.

FUNDAMENTAL INDICES: CORE OR
CORE/SATELLITE APPROACHES TO
PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION
Given the benefits of fundamental indexing, it does offer
an attractive option when seeking to add a low cost
passive exposure as a ‘core’ element in one’s portfolio.

Fundamental indexing does not just produce relative sector

Not only will such an indexing strategy provide diversified

tilts based on relative valuation, but also value-based stock

exposure to the broad equity market at relatively

tilts within each sector.

low cost, it also offers potential for enhanced returns

Table 2

such as a fund that tracks the S&P/ASX 200 Index.

compared to those of a market-cap weighted strategy,

For some investors, such an exposure alone might
satisfy their aims – with little need for added investment
‘satellites’. For others, a fundamental indexing strategy
could still form the core part of a portfolio, with other
satellite exposure being used to provide further favoured
tactical tilts to particular sectors, investment themes or
active managers.
Source: Morningstar. Past performance is not an indication of future

David Bassanese is the chief economist at

performance.

BetaShares.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

Management Conference – ‘Portfolio Management:
through the managed account lens’ – is about turning
investment philosophy and principles into cost effective
portfolios that work for real life investors.
By attending this full day conference for dealer groups,

JUNE

researchers, investment specialists and advisers, you will

MDA Forum – Maximising the value of a wealth

and solutions that present themselves in establishing

management business

and successfully managing the portfolio component of

When: Thursday 8 June – 4:30pm-6:00pm

a managed account.

Where: Macquarie Bank, L23 Conference Room,

Hear from specialists on all aspects of the managed

101 Collins Street, Melbourne

account portfolio management process, including:

Description: We all want our businesses to be more
valuable, so when we finally realise the value
we’ve created, it’s a bigger number rather than a
smaller one.
Vaughan Webber, Director Equity Capital Markets

gain a better understanding of the issues, opportunities

• Managed accounts: why they are the fastest growing
sector in the wealth industry;
• How to implement return forecasts within managed
account portfolios;

at Bell Potter. will discuss:

• Portfolio management from the client’s perspective;

* What do you have to do in your wealth

• Asset allocation in a managed account portfolio -

management business to make it more valuable?
* When is listing a realistic option?
* What would an acquirer be looking for if you were
planning to sell to them?

how dynamic can you be?;
• How can a managed account deliver on a goals
based advice philosophy?;
• Lessons from a dealer-based portfolio management
team;

JULY
2017 Portfolio Management Conference
When: Monday 24 July – 8:30am-5:00pm
Where: Swissotel, 68 Market Street, Sydney
Description: Navigating the challenges of portfolio
management can be complex. IMAP’s 2017 Portfolio
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• How do platforms conduct due diligence on potential
managers for ‘dealer-specific’ models?;
• Leveraging infrastructure and property in a managed
account portfolio; and
• New investment options from the ASX – just made for
managed accounts.
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This conference is ideal for advisers, dealer investment
teams, investment managers, researchers, platform and
portfolio administrators, investment consultants, and
legal and compliance staff. The conference has been
designed to be fast paced, interactive and informative.

• Obligations of AFS Licensees
Masterclass participants will receive a
comprehensive workbook and a sample checklist
for key tasks.
This masterclass will be led by two people with
outstanding experience in financial services:

Responsible Manager Masterclass
When: Friday 28 July
Where: Sydney
Description: Many AFS Licensees have already,
or are thinking about, how managed accounts –

• Claire Wivell Plater is managing director and
owner of law firm, The Fold Legal; and
• Toby Potter is chair of the Institute of Managed
Account Professionals.

SMAs or MDAs – will change their advice processes.
Whether it’s as a standalone advice provider or
as an MDA provider, there are a lot of obligations
that responsible managers need to understand
and incorporate into their business to meet ASIC’s
requirements.

AUGUST
Dealer Investment Forum
When: Monday 14 August – 4:40pm-6:30pm
Where: In person – Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane

For advice businesses that have been relying on

Description: Live video streaming of this event will be

the LMDA no action position, the next 12 months

available for interstate IMAP members unable to attend

will involve major changes to their business

the Sydney event.

operating model, and potentially their AFSL.
This Masterclass will help current and potential AFSL

For more information on these events or to register your
attendance, go to imap.asn.au/events

Responsible Managers to understand their general
obligations and responsibilities, as well as the
specific requirements for businesses offering MDA
services.
In this masterclass, you’ll learn about:
• Financial Services Regime
• Responsible Manager Roles and Responsibilities
• Specific MDA Obligations
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IMAP hosts leading managed account educational
events, including webinars for dealer principals,
advisers, advice roadshows, practitioner forums and
the Responsible Manager Masterclass. For more
information, go to imap.asn.au

IMAP kindly acknowledges its 2017 sponsors

Contact Us: Jayson Forrest | 0416 039 467 | jaysonjforrest@gmail.com
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